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Prepare students to fulfill the mission of the church by:

Mission of the Church

ENGLISH

a) Showing what Adventists do in the church organization, relating to the subject of ENGLISH.
Some examples:

Additional examples:

b) Identifying personnel and functions, related to the area of ENGLISH, that are needed to fulfill
the church’s mission.
Some examples:

Additional examples:

Teachers who will teach in remote Adventist schools
Preachers who can travel and present short series
Excellence in story telling to children
Publishers of reading materials to strengthen Adventist values
Editors of newsletters, and reporting
Reasearchers who can prepare materials for new ways to spread the gospel
Directors and producers of small drama (skits, plays,  pantomime)
Missionaries who will be sent to difficult places, editors of magazines.

Mission of the Church

leaders in meetings: AYA, Sabbath School, VBS, Small Group

writers Committee chairman teachers
lecturers programmers Analysts
lawyers secretaries Journalists
scriptwriters directors Linguists
professors puppeteers Librarians
preachers researchers Radio speakers
TV performers reporters Editors



step 2  learning the approaches

Mission of the Church (continued)

ENGLISH

c) Giving students opportunities and personal experience in witnessing, out-reach and service relating
to the area of ENGLISH.
Some examples:.

Additional examples:

d)  Identifying the role and importance that ENGLISH plays in fulfilling the mission of the church.
Some examples:

Additional examples:

English can be:
a vehicle for sharing the gospel
a way of encouraging others
a tool for communicating caring and concerned relationships
a means of reinforcing personal and Christian beliefs

Translating Scriptures and EGW writings
A tool for public relations.

Make presentations on a panel
chair a student meeting
facilitate a small group
tutor younger children, teach BSS, VBS,
issue an invitation to any meeting
speak at graduation exercises
write personal experience stories
write a pray journal or diary
lecture on a certain topic
perform in a play, choral speaking, read-aloud club
join a drama club
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